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Standardization for the energy industry







Start transitioning now!







Learn more

















Solutions for the Food and Beverage Industry







Hygienic design is just the beginning.







Learn more

















Solutions for the Retail and Logistics Industry







Let us help you track the route toward ultimate efficiency.







Learn more

















Solutions for the Automotive Industry







We're ready to help you address challenges on the road ahead.







Learn more























Dive into our new blog




Rittal Stories

View our most recent blog posts below or click here for the full list of articles.















Apr 2, 2024

How Does an Enclosure Plinth Work and Why Are They Important?

An enclosure plinth can help increase the stability and wiring flexibility of an industrial enclosure, and Rittal’s new VX plinth is the most versatile, innovative plinth solution on the market.


Read more














Mar 21, 2024

3 Ways the Blue e+ Filter Fan Simplifies Industrial Enclosure Climate Control

Rittal’s new Blue e+ Filter Fan EC enclosure cooling unit uses innovative engineering and digital cooling technology to simplify enclosure climate control.


Read more














Mar 12, 2024

How the New AX Ex Industrial Enclosure Can Help Enhance Safe Manufacturing Practices

Rittal’s new AX Ex industrial enclosure can help enhance safe manufacturing practices via global safety certifications and an innovative glass-reinforced polyester construction.


Read more














Mar 7, 2024

How Choosing the Right Industrial Enclosure Can Mean Big Things for Material Handlers

Choosing an industrial enclosure designed using Industry 4.0 and IIoT principles can help material handlers better retrofit facilities for warehouse automation and scale production based on demand.


Read more
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Press Release




Product news

Rittal Announces Colocation Rack Initiative to Meet the Growing Demand for Colocation Market

Rittal's new colocation rack initiative will accelerate and grow the success of all parties involved in the colocation market with comprehensive education, sales support, and marketing resources.


Read more














Press Release




Product Launch

Rittal Introduces Vented Outdoor UL 3R Type Rated Enclosure - Accommodates for Easy In-Field Maintenance

This new enclosure accommodates easy in-field maintenance and features core advantages, including a durable design, integrated cooling, easy access for routine maintenance, optimum corrosion protection, and included fans and filters.


Read more














Press Release




Software News

Rittal’s New RiTherm Enclosure Climate Control Tool Digitalizes the Design of Powerful, Sustainable Cooling Units

RiTherm’s integrated calculator helps designers determine the ideal cooling outputs based on specific industrial enclosure configurations.


Read more



















We're all about solutions




Informative podcast series and on-demand webinars













New Podcast Series

Subscribe via iTunes or Google Podcasts and don't miss a beat. Details at the link!

In this podcast series, you'll hear from four different Rittal subject matter experts about how material handlers can scale their industrial automation and IT systems efficiently and effectively.


Listen and subscribe here














Rittal Events

Check out this year's schedule of events

Rittal LLC participates in a variety of industrial and data center trade shows, webinars, and other special events throughout the year.


Read more




















Rittal – The System.




Benefit from a unique, unparalleled system platform for industry and IT.











Find out more













Our industry products


















Enclosures

Beat the competition with our enclosure and case system, distinguished by its simplicity, ease of assembly and versatile functions.



Find out more






















Power distribution

Play it safe with flexible and proven power distribution technology. Our tested solutions stand out from the crowd with their simple, safe assembly and user-friendly planning.



Find out more






















Climate control

Boost your efficiency and protect the environment at the same time with our energy-saving, eco-friendly climate control solutions for enclosures and machines.



Find out more






















Rittal Automation Systems

Our range of solutions, from manual tools through to fully automated machine technology, will dramatically accelerate your processes.



Find out more






















System accessories

A comprehensive range of system accessories for industrial and IT enclosures allow infinite possibilities for enclosure population.



Find out more














Enclosures



Power distribution



Climate control



Rittal Automation Systems



System accessories















Our IT products


















IT rack systems

With our flexible system solutions, you will find the perfect rack for your individual requirements, covering all network applications, large and small.



Find out more






















IT enclosures

Compact 482.6 mm (19") enclosures for small network applications. For optimum access and flexible use as a wall-mounted or floor-standing enclosure.



Find out more






















IT power

Power distribution and back-up are key elements of IT High Availability. Rack power distribution is available as standard PDU or modular power distribution (PSM) solutions. This allows for individually adapted rack PDU solutions from basic power distribution up to intelligent solutions with extensive measurement and management functions.



Find out more






















IT cooling

Climate control concepts from Rittal cover the full spectrum of applications, from cooling a single rack through to entire data centers. Safety and efficiency are our priorities.



Find out more






















IT monitoring

Get a better overview of your IT infrastructure with our flexible, individual solutions for controlling and monitoring all physical parameters in the IT environment.



Find out more






















IT security solutions

The perfect protection from physical threats to your IT infrastructure: From modular room systems, through to security safes and extinguisher systems.



Find out more


















IT rack systems



IT enclosures



IT power



IT cooling



IT monitoring



IT security solutions





















Software




Our software
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Software solutions from Rittal and Eplan include expert support at every phase, from engineering, to procurement, through to manufacturing and operation.

Learn more















Other customers also visited the following pages:













CAD Model Download Tool

Download over 70 unique CAD model types from our active parts list.


Start using














Document Center

Download helpful product brochures, case studies, and white papers.


Read more














Contact

Contact Us

Optimize your industrial automation infrastructure. Start your journey toward a more productive tomorrow today by contacting us.


Read more














Spare parts

Select spare parts

Find suitable spares for your Rittal Product.


Read more
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